**Coburg University of Applied Science**

The student population is 2,600

Hochschule Coburg

The university offers degrees in:

- Architecture
- Automotive Information Technology
- Automotive Mechatronics
- Automotive Information Technology and Management
- Automotive Mechatronics and Management
- Civil Engineering
- Business Administration
- Electronic Engineering
- Integrating Health Promotion
- Computer Science
- Interior Architecture
- Mechanical Engineering
- Integrated Product Design
- Physical Engineering
- Social Work
- Insurance Industry

**Coburg Tid Bits**

Food staples: pretzels, bratwurst, potatoes, schnitzel, currywurst, beer, doner kebabs, pastries

Coburg is home to four castles:
- Veste Coburg
- Schloss Ehrenburg
- Schloss Rosenau
- Schloss Callenberg

**Design Campus**

The hofbrauhaus, once a brewery, has been transformed into the main building of the design campus. It is here that classes and collaboration take place. It is also the main site of Coburg's design days, a yearly display of student work and a large part of the design education.

**Design Tage**

“Design Tage” is a week-long event put on by the Interior Architecture students. Countless exhibits and interactive spaces at the Design building as well as throughout downtown Coburg draw visitors from around the area.

**The marketplatz is the heart of Coburg. Venders come weekly to sell fresh flowers and produce to the locals. The Coburger bratwursts are sold daily from stands and restaurants and ice cream shops surround the perimeter.**

**Design Tage**

“Design Tage” is a week-long event put on by the Interior Architecture students. Countless exhibits and interactive spaces at the Design building as well as throughout downtown Coburg draw visitors from around the area.
Coburg in History

A small town of 41,300 in northern Bavaria situated along the Itz river. Historically Coburg has been an important city. In 1596 it became the capitol of the Saxon-Thuringian territories. In 1530 Martin Luther spent several months in the Veste Coburg translating the Bible. Luther’s stay resulted in the Catholic church in town converting to Lutheran like many of the citizens. During the 19th century Coburg strategically married off its noble offspring to royalty in Belgium, Bulgaria, Portugal, and Great Britain creating strong ties. The most important of these marriages being Prince Albert to his cousin Queen Victoria in 1840 a couple still honored and loved in the city demonstrated with a large statue of Prince Albert in the main city square, the marktplatz. In 1920 Coburg joined Bavaria only two years after the abdication of the last Duke. During WWII Coburg was the first city to vote in a Nazi mayor. Following the war Coburg was part of west Germany but surrounded on three sides by East Germany.

Coburg
Germany

Samba

The home of the largest Samba festival outside of Brazil drawing 100,000 visitors and thousands of performers.

Patron Saint Maurice